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Jamie Madrox was born with the ability to create exact duplicates of himself whenever there
is physical impact upon his body. He can then absorb these duplicates through contact, taking
their memories and skills. He’s walked many paths, but only one journey as…

One of Jamie Madrox’s duplicates was discovered in a secret underground bunker. Using Bishop’s
time-travel tech, he met a team of duplicates with distinct super-powers from an alternate future
where another duplicate is the emperor of a dystopian society. Jamie and the team fell in league
with the Resistance led by Davey Miller (son of Layla Miller, the original Madrox’s widow) and
Forge. Emperor Madrox’s shock troops decimated the Resistance and captured Jaimie so the
Emperor himself could behead him!
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fifteen years from now.
I
didn't feel
anything.
sir?

it should
have hurt.
but I felt...
nothing.

he's
older than
me. slightly,
but he is.

but you're
the prime.
how is that
possible?

I
don't
know.

if he could
come back here to
confront me, what's
to stop him from going
back and trying to stop
beast from making the
serum that saved my
life in the first
place?

perhaps
they were
from the
future.

possibly.
but--

well...
he's dead.
that's what's
to stop him.

now he
is. but is
he always
dead?

hate this.
all of it. I
want to be
alone.

sir?

don't
answer that.
I don't really
get how this
$!# @
works
and you're
dumber than
I am.

sir, when I realized
that time travel
may be a problem, I
sent one of our
best dupes back in
time to make sure
beast finished
the serum.
it won't be
a problem. or
it already wasn't
since you're
still here.

clear
the throne
room!

and
find out
what those
gadgets he
had were!

you were
right. I didn't
like seeing your
blood on my
hands.
this wasn't
what I wanted.
ever. you should
know that.

I wish I was
still like you.
so idealistic.
so naive. just
a simple guy in
a dumb-looking
shirt...I don't
know where
it all went
wrong.

if I could
go back in
time and...
fix...

sir?
sorry to
interrupt...

oh no.
what have
you done
now, you
fool?

we were
examining this
so-called “chronal
beacon” and I'm not
sure that's what it is.
but whatever it actually
is, it just started
blinking. I thought
you'd want to...

guards!
the emperor
has gone
missing!

I am
assuming
command
until he
returns.

wait...
when are...
what year
is it?

sonuva...

jamie, what's
happening?

I'm
not--

dammit, jamie!
stuff like this
is why everyone
finds you so
annoying!

I am
so annoyed
right now.
stop hitting
yourself!

oh no
you don't!

you
were...a
mistake...

hank,
help me!

you...
are...a
traitor!

why
should
I help
you?

if he
hits his head
hard enough
he'll multiply!
you want
more of us
in here?!

enough! I'm going to
separate you and then we'll
figure out what this
is all about.

now can you
both calm
down?

yes.

